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The Effect of Training Mode on Skill Acquisition nnd Transfer

/\hstract
This study examined the transfi.:r of skills dcvdoped

in

solving a simple algebraic

fonnula. Forty-two university Psychology undergruduatcs, randomly assigned to om:
1

of two training groups. were n.:quired to practice solving the formula

(x _:_t)
2

by

substituting numbers for the variables x andy. One group of participants practiced
with eight sets of number:-,. while the other group practiced with 16 sets of numbers.
All participants performed 320 trials during training. In the transfer phusc. the
response times required to solve the same fOrmula with a set of numbers not
previously encountered was analysed to determine if the variation in training (a small
or large set of numbers). afTectcd the transferability of the acquired skill. Results
indicated that partial positive transfer occurred. indicated by the response times for
the transfer phase being signilicantly faster than the response times at the
commencement of training. but not as fast as at the completion of training.
Furthennore, transferability· was a function of variation in training. indicated by
participants who encountered a greater number of x andy stimulus pairs during the
training phase being significantly faster on the transfer items than the participants
who trained with a smaller number of x andy stimulus pairs. Results are consistent
with the ACT* theory of skill acquisition. but present several difticulties for the
Instance theory. Future directions and implications for the results of this study and
how they can contribute to the development of more efficient training programs are
also discussed.
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The Effect ofTruining Mode tm Skill

Acqui.~ition

and Tran.dcr

Introduction
What advice can he given to a personnel manager conli"cmtcd with the task of
employing a mechanic to carry out warranty service repairs for a unique autClmotivc
company that embraces new orhital engine technology, when none of the prospective
employees have had experience \Vith that particular type of vehicle? Two candidates
stand out from the others: one has had 20 years cxpcriencc working for both lloldcn
and Ford dealerships. the other has had 20 years experience working in a private
repair shop servicing most common types of vehicles. Would one candidate be able
to transfer their acquired skills to the unique vehicles more rcadil) than the other?

Do current theories on skill acquisition shed any light?
One view. epitomised by Logan's (1988. 1990) instance theory, holds that
skills are highly specific. That is. skills arc restricted by the events experienced
during training. Therefore. as neither candidate has specific experience involving the
unique vehicles during training. neither would have skills to transfer to the

I1C\.'..

job.

An opposing view, epitomised by Anderson's (1982. 1983. 1987.19921 ACT*
theory, holds that skills arc largely general in nature. That is. knowledge is abstract
and can be applied beyond the experiences of training. Thus according to this view.
one or both candidates may have skills that can be transferred.

However. the

question remains, which candidate would be better able to transfer their skills to the
new task?
This study was designed to address this question. More specifically. the aim
of the study was to determine the impact of the amount of variation during training
on the transferability of the acquired skill. Before discussing the present experiment

I
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in detail. a brief review of the..· evidence supporting the major the(lries undcrlying skill
acquisition and transJCr will he undertaken. The transfer predictions of these theories
were tested directly in the ex peri men! that is the fhcus oi"this thesis.
In recent years. the interest in theoretical anti empirical uspccts ofthc transfer
of skills has reemerged, as the nature of learning mechanisms underlying skill
acquisition has been debated (for reviews. sec.: J\tlams. 1987; Masson 1990: Singley
& Anderson. 1989). These concerns have become increasingly important in a world

where rapid technological changes often penalise

tf->~>sc

who arc narrO\vly skilled and

inflexible. Researchers ha\'C attempted to understand and predict the

magnit~Jde.

direction. and locus of transfer throughout the present century. \Vith many of the
major arguments remaining unresolved (Pennington. Nicolich. & Rahm. 1995).
Thorndike (1906). Trowbridge and Carson (1932). Crossman (1959) and

other associationists argued that when an individual encounters a new situation. they
would benefit from previous experience in proportion to the number of overlapping
stimulus-response associations that the old and new situations share. In contrast.
Gestalt psychologists such as Judd (1908). Wertheimer ( 1945) and Gagne (1966)

argued that for transfer of skills to occur between two situations. they must share a
'deep structural relationship". The essential clements of the Thorndike and Judd
arguments can still be seen today, structured within the more powerful and precise
vocabulary of the infonnation processing paradigm of human cognition (Pennington.
et al., 1995).
The modern version of Thorndike's (1906) theory of identical clements is the
theory of 'common elements (Singley & Anderson. 1989). based on Anderson"s
(1983) ACT* theory of skill acquisition. Conversely. the modern day parallel to
Judd's (1908) argument is Logan's ( 1988. 1990) instance theory.
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Anderson's AC'I'* 'l'hcory
Anderson's ( 1976) ACT (Adaptive Control of Thought) theory wus

h<.~scd

on a distinction hctwccn dcdarative and procedural knowledge and shadowcd the
three general

stag~.:s

development. The

Fius ( 1964) suggested \\ll!rc involved in sk:ll ue4uisition and

cognitiv~.:

stage involves the initial encoding of a skill in u crw.!e

form suflick·nt to allo\v the person to perform the desired behaviour. It is a slow.
deliberate process. mistake ridden. and

r~.:source

intensive. Shi!Trin and Schneider

(1977: Schneider & ShitTrin. 1977) described this controlled process as being highly

demanding of attentional capacity. usually serial in nature, and governed by the
limits of the short term memory store. Verbal rehearsal of information required to
perform the skill is tfequently used in this stage. The

associativ~:

stage involves

refinement of performance. Initial errors due to misunderstandings. hesitancy. ar.d
unfamiliarity are detected and corrected resulting in a smoother performance of the
skill. Verbal mediation is required less in this stage and begins to cease. The
autonomous stage is where the skill gradually improves due to :epeated perfonnance.
with this improvement often continuing indefinitely. According to Shiffrin and
Srhneider (1977; Schneider & Shiflfin. 1977). automaticity of behaviour occurs
without the necessity for active control or attention, and because it is associated with
long tenn memory, it is virtually unaffected by load.
In the ACT theory. the first stage, referred to as the declarative stage that
corresponds to Fitts' cognitive stage, the learner receives instruction and inforn1ation
about a skill, which is encoded as a set of facts about the skill. These facts can be
used by general interpretive procedures to generate behaviour. In the second stage
called knowledge compilation, that parallels Fitts' associative stage. knowledge is
gradually converted from declarative to procedural form. Finally, in the procedural
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slage,

thut is similar to Fitts' autonomous stage. there is u further tuning of the

knowlcdgt so that it will apply more appropriatdy, resulting in a gradual process
speed up.

Skill is attained as the task is continually pcr/(lftneJ in a consistent

inronnation-proct..•ssing environment (Ackerman,

19CJ2;

l:isk,

Ackerman.

&

Schneider. 1987; Schneider. Dumais. & ShitTrin, 19R4; Schneider & Shi/Trin, 1977;
Shill'rin & Schneider 1977).
The conception of the relationship hct\vcen declarative knowledge and
procedural knowledge has changed since Anderson· s original ACT theory ( 1976)
and his subsequent ACT* theory (1983). In Anderson's (19CJ3) current version of
ACT called ACT -R (Adaptive Control of Thought - Rational). the emphasis has
been shifted from declarative memory for instructions to declarative memory· for
examples of how the procedures should be executed.

It is argued by Anderson

( 1993) that initial usc of these examples involves analogy and that production rules
are compiled that summarise the analogy process. Declarative knowledge does not
need long-term memory status as originally implied. but is simply required to be
active in working memory during the analogy process (Anderson & Fincham. 1994).
Declarative knowledge is conceptualised by Anderson ( 1982. 1983. 1987.
1993) as a statement of fact or semantic proposition (for example, a red traffic light
means you should stop). However, it is tlexible in its usage. as it can be applied to
any relevant situation, but it is slow and effortful in its application. As interpretation
and modifications of declarative knowledge take place, procedural knowledge

IS

developed (for example, if a traffic light is red then slop). A production rule

IS

generated as a by-product, which captures the essence of the solution and generalises
across irrelevant features in both the source and target (Singley & Anderson. 1989).
Productions, the basic unit of procedural knowledge, arc if-then statements or

Skilll\cquisitim1 and

condition~action

pmrs such that

wh~.:n

Tran~fcr

tlw 'if' cond1tion is maldH:d with

5.

th~.:

appropriatt.: information in working memory, a rarticular cognitive or motor action is
r~.:rllmncd
proc~.:ssing

which.

·-the 'then· comptmcnt (1\ndr.:rson. JCJX2: JCJX7). Productions an: akin to
instructions.

wh~.:n comhin~.:d

hi~.:nm.:hical

goal

strw;tur~.:s

that organise problem solving.

cfficit.:ntly. lead to skilled hehavior.

The acquisition of skill. according to the ACT* theory, results from the
culmination of comrosition. proccduralisation and strengthening. Perfonnance is
enhanced by reducing the demands made on working memory. resulting from
composition and proccduralisation. \vhilc strengthening improves performance by
increasing the weight of associations betv,:cen representations in memory.
Composition is the collapsing of a series of productions into a single. more
efficient production that has the same effect as the sequence (Anderson. 1987).
Comp()nent processes are merged, or ""chunked'" (Nev;ell & Rosenbloom. 1981:
Rosenbloom & Ne\vell, 1986) together into fe\Vcr and larger knowledge structures
that can be processed both faster and more efficiently than the original component
processes (Fitts, 1964; Newell & Rosenbloom, 198 I; Singley & Anderson. 1989).

For example. consider the following productions described by Speelman and
Maybery (1998) for solving an equation such as 8 ~ 3x + 2:
PI:

{f

Then
P2:

If

Then

P3:

P4:

If

goal is to solve for x in equation of the fonn a= hx + c
set as sub-goal to isolate x on RHS of equation.
if goal is to isolate x on RHS of equation
set as sub goals to eliminate h from RHS of equation
and then to eliminate c from RHS of equation.
goal is to eliminate h from RHS of equation

Then

divide both sides of equation by h.

If

goal is to eliminate c from Rl-IS of equation
add- c to both sides of the equation.

Then

Skill Acquisition and Tmnsfcr fl.

P5

!I

goal is to solve for x in an equation
and x hus 11l:en isolated on the RIIS of equation
I .liS of equation is solution li.1r x.

The m:w hyhrid production. P6. that results from the

~!Imposition

of productions PI

- P5. and that docs the same \\·ork as the sequence hut in less steps. would he:
P6:

I/
l'lu·n

goal is to solve li.1r x in equation of the /(mn a hx • c
suhtract c from a and divide the result hy h and the result is the
solution.

Proccduralisation is the process that eliminates rctCrcm:e to declarative fbcts

by building. into productions the effect of that reference. Prm:cduralisation actually
describes the development of productions PI - P5 from a sd of verbal instructions.

This process inYoiYes domain specific iniOrmation (productions) being integrated
into an otherwise item-general production. thereby eliminatir,._, the need to hold
declarative and analogy information in \Vorking memory (Anderson. 1983. I993 ).
Proceduralisation is analogous to McLeod. McLaughlin. and Nimmo-Smith's (1985)
notion of infom1ation encapsulation (Brmvn & Carr. 1989). If the above productions
PI- P6 were continually applied to a bank of prohlems that contained the same

formula but different values for a. h and c. then the following specific production
would result from their composition:
P7

lf

Then

goal is to find x
x =a- c +h.

While composition exploits consistencies of operations, proccduralisation exploits
consistencies of information operated upon (Brown & Carr. 1989).
Restructuring of productions due to composition and proceduralisation does
not eliminate the original productions. Therefore. two or more productions may
apply to a specific condition. However, when two or more productions compete. the
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most

sp~dlic proJu~tion

will

pr~vuil

(i\mil.!rson. I'>X2,19X7). !:or example, consic.h;r

the following pair of production:
((

then
(j"

Tht'll

gr~~n

arrow is indicat~d at tral"lic lights
prol·ccd to turn right

turning right
giv~ way to oncoming traflic

The tirst production is more spcci lie than the second production, and would therefore
apply wht:n an intt:rst:ction is wntrolh.:d hy tranie signals.
Furthennort:, in

kc~ping

with the principle that hierarchical control of

behaviour is deriv~.!d from the structure of problem soh·ing (N~wcll. 1980). the ACT*
system specifies a hierarchical goal structure that sets the direction and organises the
problem solving task (Anderson. 1982). These goal structures control beha\'iour by
structuring the learning resulting from knowledge compilation.

They serve to

indicate which part of the problem solution belong together and can be compiled into
new productions (Anderson. 1987).
The composition and proceduralisation of productions in ACT* is similar to
Cheng's (1985) reinterpretation of Schneider and ShiiTrin 's ( 1977) visual search data
in terms of a process she referred to as restructuring.

According to Cheng. the

changes in performance that occurred when visual search tasks were practiced under
conditions of constant mapping were best explained by the emergence of a new
processing algorithm that followed a different and more efficient sequence of steps
than the original algorithm.
In addition to the reduction in performance time that comes from composition
and proceduralisation, skill acquisition is also enhanced by strengthening due to
practice. Productions accrue strength in memory with each successful application.
and lose strength or are weakened. each time they arc unsuccessfully applied. The

Skill Acquisition anJ Tr;ms!Cr H.

stronger a prodw.:tion 1s. tht: l'astt:r it will ht: rctrit:vt:d and ex~.::t:uted (1\ndt.:rson,

I '>8~).

Compared

prm.:cduralisation.

to

tht:

strengthening

rcstruclUring
produces

processes

a rnuch

of

less

composition
rapid

and

improvement

{Anderson. 1982 ), According to Anderson ( 1981 ). strengthening tlciL'nnim:s the r:.~te
ol' skill acquisition when the asymptote of tiH.: learning curve is approm.:hed. he~.: a usc
at this juncture it is the only source of further impmvcmcnt. composition and
proceduralisation having heen completed.

Andcrs,.ln {1982) has demonstrated hm\' the combination of' these.: refinement
and strengthening processes can account I(Jr the classic power-functions that
characterise learning cur\'cs. Newell and Rosenbloom ( 1981) rcfi..·r to the fltct that
performance speed improvements associated with human learning can almost always
be described by power functions. The equation for a power function is:
RT~a

+ h.V'

where RT is the response time to carry out the task. N is the number of practice trials.

a is performance time at asymptote. a + h is the time on trial 1. and c is the rate of
learning.

This ubiquitous quantitative law of practice holds that by plotting the

logarithm of time to perform a task against the logarithm of the trial number. a
straight line, more or less. will always result. The power-function of learning :

CIS

been repeatedly confirmed in empirical studies ranging from general problem solving
(Neves & Anderson, 1981), fact recognition (Pirolli & Anderson. 1985). lexical
decision (Kirsner & Speelman. 1996), to syllogistic reasoning (Speelman. 199 I).
Anderson (1992) claimed tl.at the ACT* theory could account for most of the
commonly described features of automatici1y such as those described hy Schneider
and Shiffrin (1977; Shiffrin & Schneider 1977). According to thi> view. much of the
implicit nature of some forms of expertise may result from the automatic application

I

Skill

of

knmvlt:Jg~ that was pr~viously ~xplicit (Spcclman

Acqui~ition

and ·rnmsfCr 9.

& Mayh~ry, JINXJ.

With

practice. compilation or declarative knmvlcdgc into procedural kr10wledgt.: rcsulls in

very

~flicicnt

and t:rst pnKiuctions that are not

availah~c

to vahal (.h;scription

(Singlt..·y & 1\.m!t:rson. l9S9J.
According to the ACT* theory. pmcticc can result in general and spccifk

skills. PcrliJmwncc improvcmcnt results from changcs in the representation of

~he

algorithm that underlies pcrllmnance. Productions represent an abstract algorithm
for perfom1ing a task. Therefore. they may apply to task episodes that have not been
previously encountered provided the algorithm they represent is appropriate
(Speelman & Kirsner. 1997). Consequently. pcrfonnance can improve in situations
where there is little or no repetition of task events (Anderson. 1987. 1993; Carlson &
Lundy. 1992; Corbett & Anderson. 1992; Frensch. 1991: Pennington, et al., 1995;
Speelman & Kirsner, 1997).
The ACT* theory also holds that transfer between tasks is a function of the
number of shared productions: that is. the more productions involved in performing
one task that can be shared by the performance of another task. the greater the
transfer. Theref.;:,re, it follows that transfer from one task to another similar task that
i~

perfonned with the same strategy should be high, although not necessarily

complete. According to Ander"on ( 1987), the precise degree of transfer is difficult to
calculate since the actual productions in use are not available to verbal report and are
therefor~J

subject to speculation. As Carlson and Schneider ( 1989) pointed out. this

makes it very difficult to falsify the ACT* theory, as it can account for any degree of
positive or negative transfer.

However, transfer between tasks on the bases of

common procedural knowledge has been consistently supported by empirical study
(Anderson, 1982, 1987; Anderson & Fincham, 1994; Carlson, Khoo. Yaure. &

Sl-.ill/\cqlli'>i1itm anti

·r ran'>lcr Ill_

Sehneidt:r. 11>90: Corht:tt & Anderson. 1992: h·eJN:h. 11>91; (ireig & Spl!elman. in
press: Kicras & BoYair. 19X(J: Kirsncr & Speelman. 1991: Pl!nnington. ct al .. 1995:

SingiL•y & Andt:rson. I 1JX9: Spcdman. in preparation:

Sp~:clman

& Kirsncr. 1997 ).

Logan· s Instance Theorv

t.. .1 altcrnati\'C to the ACT*

proccss-hascd approach is a theory that relics on a

strategy shill from algorithm-hascd to mcmory-hascd pcrf(lrmance.

This strategy

shift is held to be responsible for speedup in skill acquisition, in lieu of improvement
in the algorithmic process due to composition and proccduralisation.

(1988.1990.1992)

lnst~'f~~e

Logan's

Theory of Automatisation is based on three assumptions.

Firstly. it assumes that encoding into memory is an obligatory. unavoidable
consequence of attention to a stimulus.

Secondly. that all available information

associated with a stimulus is similarly retrieved from memory as an obligatory.
unavoidable consequence of attention. Thirdly. it assumes that each encounter \\l'ith a
stimulus is encoded. stored. and retrieved separately. even if it is identical to the
previous encounter.
theory of memory.

It is this last assumption that makes the theory an instance
These assumptions imply a learning mechanism -

the

accumulation of separate episodic traces with experience - that produces a gradual
transition from algorithmic processing to memory-based processing. This process is
similar to the transition process described by Seigler ( 1988) in his study of the
acquisition of multiplication skills in children. l.ogan ( 1988) reviewed evidence for
these three basic assumptions. while Boronat and Logan ( 1997) and Logan and
Etherton (1994) confirmed the role of attention in both encoding and retrieval.
Furthermore, the instance theory also assumes that all sets of instances
relating to a particular stimulus have the same distribution of retrieval times. that

f

S~dl/\lqui'>iiiUJI

mc:mory rc:tric:valtilllL' is a nmdom \'ariahlc. and that each

IJH:mnry

;uul l1amk1 II

inslimcc and the

algorithm arc assumed to compdc: in a ·race· ll1r control. in parallel and
indc:pc:mk·ntl~

on end! trial (l.ogan. l9XX). lhL' process that linishes the ruce first

controls the n.:sponsc. Each memory trace is assumed to he n.:tricvl:d separately and
independently. so that with practice. more
strategy eventually

dominat~.:s

tracl~S

l:ntcr thl: race.

The memory

the race as practil.:l: procl:eds. because as more

memory episodcs accruc. thc probability that one of them will win the race steadily
increases (Rickard. 1997).
Logan ( 1988) has described the power-function speed-up.

discus~:ed

earlier.

as the tirst and most bnsic test of any performance model. The instance theol)'
predicts a power-function (Boronat & Logan. 1997). Logan (1988. 1992) and Logan
and Etherton (1994) h11Xe shown that the po\ver law applies to the entire reaction
time distribution. not just the means. and that the shape of the learning curve

IS

predicted from the shape of the underlying distribution of memory retrieval times.
The instance theory relics solely on memory recall in its account of skill
acquisition. Unlike the ACT* theory. it docs not invol\'C any qualitative changes to
the structure of stored knowledge. Thercf(wc. the speed-up in performance indicatl:d
by a reduction in retrieval times is due to a faster instance being located in memory

and winning the 'race'. According to Logan's theory. instances relating to a situation
can be placed anywhere on a distribution of retrieval times. The greater the number
of instances in memory. the faster one of these is likely to be retrieved. What makes
one of these instances faster than another is not explained by Logan. but he implies
that chance is responsible (Logan. 19SS).
The power-function characteristics of the instance theory evolve from
Logan's (1988) suggestion that instances form a distribution of retrieval times similar

'-.\.ill Atqul~lllu!l .111d lloill",l<:r

(0

(l

ll\11"111<11

tncrcascs.

di-.,trihutioll

l"\11"\L'.

:\'-,

till' lllllllht:r

llj

ill'>\alll"L''> :tLTIIIIHilillt:

dilL'

I'

i<J

lltl\\L'\l'J". as l.tiJ:!itll ( ]1)1)()) emphasised, it is the nature td. "ud1

distributitlllS that thL' 1110\"L'Illl'lll in the tails of the distrihutions is a negatively
accl'lcrall'd function of the number of instances in the distrihution. Thcrelim.:, at thl:
cnmmt:ncc.:mcnt

tit'

the acquisition of a skill. performance is slow due to the usl: of an

algorithm. As tht: skill dc\·L·Iops. pt:rfnnnancc speeds up as

from ml'nwry (Compton & l.ug.an. 19CJI ).

instam:~.:s

arc

r~.:tric\'f.:d

Finally, as the performance speed

approaches the asymptote of the learning curve, the likelihood of retril'ving a fhstcr
instance from memory dccrL·ascs.

In contrast with Anderson's ACT* theory, Logan's instance theory predicts
zero transfer bctwct:n similar wsks. Because each encounter with a stimulus is stored
individually. with great spcci!icity. and as a \\'hole. it follows that intermediate
operations and representations betm:en exposure to the stimulus and the final
response are unimportant. Thcrcfon:. in encountering a new prohlem. no instance
would exist in memory sinL:e no prior contact with that specific prohlem had
occurred, and furthermore. prior practice on prohlcms that were similar in general
structure \Vould also have no clTcct (Cireig & Spc.:clman. in press). Logan's instance
theory has been described ns 'all or nothing· and ·winner takes all'. lienee, instances
arc either totally usci'ul, if recalled in the performance of a task. or tht:y arc usdess if
not recalled (Speelman & Kirsner. 1997).
Although the ir.stancc theory has successfully accountl'd for a wide variety of
automaticity findings, ranging from locating turgcts in \Vord displays (Bornnat &

Logan, 1997; Logan & Etherton, 1994). alphahct-arithmetic tasks (Compton &
Logan, 1991; Logan, 1992) to lexical tasks (Logan 198R, 1990). there arc two

rund:llllL'!l!.d !imit;llidllS in ih L'lll'l'l'lll Jnrrnul;Jtion

I irq!y. ,•.., acknm\k'dt-!t:d hy

I ''~:Ill tl 1l.SX. '<L'L' .1hu I as..;a!mL' & !.n!-!:111 !'I' I~). thnc is no notion of similarityba-..,·d 1\'IIIL'\ .d. thl· 111lh 111..,\.illl"L'" l'll!l"nng the l"iiL"L' ilfl' thusc that an: identical to the
pn..'-.l'nll·d . . t11lltJ!u-..

\l"l'<!ld111~

\11!

~~~'<111

( !IJ'J~) tl1i-. <1'->'illlllplitl!l was brgdy matk

!\1r ..;ilnplll'll} .llhl m:tlliL'I11.ttil".d l'llll\l'!lll'IIL'l'
lirst in"t;llh.'L' rl'li"IL'\L'd ,!rl\ . . . . ,
JlllSsibi!it~
n..'SJlt'IN..'

has hel'll

tl1~..·

l"l'"l1tlll..,L'. \-..

Scc11nd!y. a" il rat:e model. only the
!'~Jillll'ri

(I 1N7) statt.:d. then: exists no

!'t'l' :1 ·r-..:."1''111-.. .......... ,llllJ'L'Itti•,n· :tlL'IllCrgc. \\IH:rchy positiYe e\·idence for one

c;JU:o.L'" n. . ·~:l\1\l' C\lck·nc•.: again:-.1 a!! 11thcr responses. The instance theory
L'\.ll'nd~..·,J \ll

:tL'L'IIl!llt ti1r tlh.: . . . . . -..hlll'lctllllings by Rh.:kard's (1997) CMPI.

thenry. and Palnh.:ri · s t l q•J7 1!· BR \\' theury. which are rcYicwcd later in this report.
In an

att~..·mpt

lnswnel.:" tlh:ories .

ttl

L'hlrif~

.-\nd~.·r:-o;lln.

exp ... riml'nts Ill e\ ;,IIuate thL"

thL' thcun:tical difll:n:nce het\\·een the ACT* and

!-im:harn and Douglass ( 1997) designed a series of
l'tl\1..':-.

that l'Xcmrlars ami production rules play in the

acquisition l)fcngnitiYL" skill. !'articip:mts \\..:rc rL'"quired to mcmorist: eight examples
that typi!ied different ruks.

l'!H:y \\L'rc thL·n n.:quirl'd to extend those rules to new

examples on:r scwra! Jays. R. .·su!ts indil"atL·d that partieirants used a mixture of
four stratcgil's: Analogy to

CXO/Jlf1lt'.l.

wh . .·rc till' :ncmorised example wo.s retrieved

and anological!} cxt:..:mh:J to thl..' current prnhkm: clcclaratire ahstractions. where
the rule assot.:iatcd \\it\t th..:- tyjlL' ot' pmhJem \\·as Cll!l'SCiousJy identified and applied
after sc\·eral applications: Jlroducrirm rules. whc:rc participants developed a
procedural embodiment of th . .• rule atkr extensive practice: and relrieral

(d.

examples. vvherc the memorised example matched the target problem and the answer

was simply recalled. AtH.ierSllll et a!. concluded that performance in a skilled task is
a complex mixture of prm.:esses.

It involves the usc of examples for both analogy

Sl...i\1

and

simpl~ r~trk·val purpos~s.

pnlc~Jural

Transl~r

and

th~ us~

Acqui~ili<UI

ami

lran~li.'r

1·1.

of rules !i1r hoth ahstr<Jd Jcdarutivc and

purptlscs.

of Skill

The issUt: of

transf~r

of training from one task to another is fundamf.!ntal to

theories of skill acquisition and is the hlcus of the prf.!sent study. Transfer has hf.!f.!n
observed in tasks ranging from social judgements (Smith & l.erncr. 1986). h:ttcr
search (Schneider & Fisk. 1984). to lcxic<JI decisions (Kirsncr & Speelman. 1993).
Transfer has been de lined by Pennington. ct al. (1995) as "the use of knowledge or
skill acquired in one situation in the performance of a new. novel task'' (p. 176).
Perhaps the dominant substanth·e issue in transfer research has been whether transfer
is specific and limiteJ m scope

o;

v... hethcr it is general and ranges across diverse

tasks and disciplines. To determine whether skills arc general or specific, transfer of
performance to a nevi task must be examined.
Three types of transfer have typically been identified (Anderson. 1987).
Positive transfer occurs when previous experience facilitates performance of a new
task. Negative transfer or.curs when experience hinders perfom1ance of a new task.
Zero transfer has occurred when previous experience has no effect on performance of
a new task. Anderson (1987) argued that negative transfer may in fact be a form of
positive transfer of inappropriate knowledge. Therefore. in this report only positive
and zero transfer will he considered. Positive transfer may range from partial to
complete transfer. Partial transfer occurs when previous experience results in some
time savings on a new task, as compared to complete transfer that occurs when tlw
response time for the new task is identical to the response time for the previously
experienced task.

St-ill Atqui-.ilion and I ran\kr I"

As

stat~d

Spt:cilit: ahout

previously. both

th~ ll<I!Un..'

or transfer.

the ACT* theory arc considerably
th~ury

th~

A( 'T* theory and

hoWC\'CT.

nHH't.:

th~ instan~.:e

theory are

tht.: l'Ollditions that liJS{l.'f transJCr in

lihcral than thosc descrihcd hy the instance

(Speelman & Kirsnl.'r. 1997). Tlu: ACT* theory ean account h1r any transfer

on the continuum hct\\t.:L'n l.t:ro and t:ompletc (positive) transfer.
AC'T*. the dt:grt.:c

or

According to

trans!Cr is din:clly proportional to the dt.:grec of overlap

between tht.: production rult.:s acquired during training and the production rult.:s
necessafy for performing the transfer task.

By contrast, the instance theory is

restricted in being able to account for only zero or r.:omplcte transfer.

If there arc

instances aYailable for performing a task. then complete transfer will result, as
evidenced by performance time being at least as fast as the previous retrieval of an
instance.

If. however. there arc no instances available for performing a task (i.e ..

when the task remains the same but the trial items are different). then there will be
zero transfer, and performance time \viii he equivalent to that observed in the lirst
performance of the original task (Speelman & Kirsner. 1997).
Logan's instance theory. therefore. suggests that skills are highly specific to
experience in that transfer is restricted to situations previously experienced. whereas
Anderson>s ACT;. theory

propust:~

tlmt skills arc more general, describing ho\\' they

can apply to situations beyond past experience.

Speelman and Kirsner ( 1997)

compared these two accounts of skill acquisition and transfer in their study that
tested 128 university student's ability to acquire and transfer their skill in solving
syllogisms. Although the syllogisms had the same form throughout the experiment.
and no syllogism was repeated, they could all be solved using the same strategy. In
the training phase, participants were exposed to one of four conditions. The ABBC
and BCAB syllogism types (where the letters correspond to the order of the dements

in the

pr~mis~s

and conclusions)

alt~rnating s~qucnc~.

syllogism

l)'flt'

resembled tilt-

wcr~ pr~scntcd

In till' transfer

phas~.

in hlm.:kcd. random. highlighkd or

partieipunts n:ccivcd

9(,

triuls with the

in random order. Practice resulted in improvement of the tusk that

power~

law

or learning.

llifli.:rcnttraining conditions lead to difli.:rcnt

pcrformam:e strategies. and eomplcte transli.:r occurred in the random cmd
conditions. with partial transli.:r observed in

th~,;

alt~,;rnuting

blocked and highlighted conditions.

Speelman and Kirsncr concluded that it was the nature of the learning environment
that determines the nature of the resultant skill rather than the skill bcir.g inherently
general or spedlic.

This concurred with Kramer. Stayer ami Buckley's (1990)

speculation that transfer may be inlluenced by the number and or variety of
exemplars experienced during training.
Explanation of Speelman and Kirsner"s 0 997) results presented several
difficulties for the instance theory. \Vhereu:; generally they supported the ACT*
the01y. Firstly.

improv~:mcnt

was demonstrated on a task that did not involve any

item repetition. According to the instance theory this cannot happen. Secondly.
different task training conditions Jed to development of different performance
strategies. resulting in different pcrfonnanr.::c times. The instance theory does not
have a mechanism to account for a performance time difference that is coupled to
improvement in the algorithmic process resulting from practice. Thirdly. as asserted
by Speelman and Kirsner, the most critical problem for the instance theory was the
observation of panial transfer. The theory cannot account for partial improvement in
learning, or a disruption to learning that is associated with dcticiencies in task
knowledge, a participant either has the task knowledge or they do not. Instances arc
described as totally useful in the performance of a task or they arc useless (Speelman
& Kirsner, 1997). In their conclusion, Speelman and Kirsner postulated that. if the
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instanct: tht:ory was to be a viabh.; tlu.:ory of skill m:quisition and trans/Cr. instances
need to ht.: more abstrad ihan ddined hy l.og:m and that the theory should allow
instanct:s to he retrieved wlu:n they only partially match stimulus conditions or the
task goal.
Logan's theory dOl:s have some empirical support. 1-"or instance. the highly
spt:cit1c nature of transtCr to m:w tusks has been demonstrated by Lassalinc and
Logan (\993: sec also Logan & Klapp. 1991) using a numerosity

judgcm~.:nl

task.

Spatial patterns of bctwcl:n 6 and 11 clements \\'ere presented to participant;:; who
were asked to judge the number of dements as rapidly as possible without sacrificing
accuracy. Initially. rcsponst.: times increased linearly with numerosity. suggesting
that participants counted each element in a pattern. reflecting algorithmic processing.
After practicing on a fixed set of patterns for several days. there was no difference in
response times as a function of numerosity, indicating that algorithms had been
replaced by recall of instances from memory. To further rule out the possibility that
participants had learnt general strategies for judging numerosities of any patterns.
rather than recalling the numcrositics of specific patterns from memory. Lassaline
and Logan presented new patterns after 12 days of training. Response times for the
transfer task were again found to

incr~~ase

linearly with numerosity, with the

magnitude of response times nearly the same as they were at the commencement of
training. The finding that there was no transfer to the new patterns of clements \Vas
consistent with Masson's (1986) observation of word identification transiCr. which
reported that skill was highly specific and occurred only when training and test
instances shared common letters in the same case (upper or lower).
Similarly, support for item-spccilic learning resulted fi"om the studies of
Byrne (1984) and Byrne and Carroll ( 1989) who reported that adult participants who

Sl-.ill 1\cqui..,ition amllramfcr I X.

m.:r~

n:quirL·d to karn an llrthography h<iSL'd on suh-phorll.:lllit.: ti.:atUfl:S t.:nuld only

transtl:r their skill un tilL' basis of indh·idual
l:OilSiStL'Il\]~

graph~me-phoncml:

items. Participants

t:tikd to IL'arn thL' reJationship het\\eL:ll the shape and SOLIIld of the

orthographiL'S. prnnoundng them eorrer.:tly only if the spet:ilie item had
pn:scnt~o?d

h~:l:n

hdorL'. lhL· ahsctKL' (\r tr... .!Cr of skill inditated that particip<mts relied on

llowc\·cr. nnt all studies designed to conlirm the instance theory have been so
supportiYc. Logan and Kl::tpp (I 99\) used an alphabet arithmetic task to examine the
predictions of the instance th'-'::'lr:.·., and reported that during the transfer phase
perfom1anee was not reduced to the lc\·cl it was

bd()r~

tmining. Furthermore. Logan

and Klapp also found that participants who practiced v.:ith a small set of items did not
perform as well as participants who practiced with a larger set of items. when
transfCrred to a tina\ set of totally new items. Despite the instance theory predicting
no transfer in this situation. Logan and Klapp did not discuss tlw anomaly in detail.
Logan however. has been reported by Kirsner and Speelman {I 996) to have
considered the possibility that positive trans!Cr may be accounted for through the
modification of the instance theory: By allowing the general algorithm to change
with practice, some item-general skills may be acquired that can be applied to new
situations.
Logan and Etherton ( 1994) have perhaps laid the foundation for such a
modification to exist within the basic hypotheses of the instance theory.

In

discussing the role of attention in constructing an instance. they asserted that
attention constructs propositions. and instances arc propositions. Propositions arc
not only important because they arc discrete representations. but also because they
represent co-occurrence in a natural way. Propositions arc predicates with a truth

II!
rl

SJ..ill At:qu(..,(Jinn<md lr;m..,lt:r llJ.

valul'. and a predicate is

~~

relation that takes one or more arguments.

The co-

occurrl'TH:l' in such muhi-argumcnt relations ean he expressed directly. i"or exam pic.
"the hall is on the table" l'Xpresses the co-oceurrcm:c of hall and lah/e. Furthermore.
as Lllgan and

l·:th~.:rton

also point out. difkn:nt propositions can express co-

occurrence indin:ctly through rcfcrcm:e to the same argument. 1-'or example. "the
ball is on the table" and "the cup is on tht.: tahh:·· imply the co-occurrence or hall and
cup because they arc both on the table. Thcrcf(Jrc it f(Jllows that some knowledge

about an experience with a hall and table can be transferred to an experience \\'ith a
cup and table even though they arc dillCrent instances. For example. if in placing the
ball on the table. it is noticed that there is some spilt milk on the table. then. in a
separate instance. \vhen the cup is placed on the table. fOreknowledge of the spilt
milk could result in the cup being placed in a position on the table to avoid the spill.
Although Logan and Etherton did not explicitly state this conclusion, they did
however state that they had only begun to explore the implications of a propositional
theory.
The challenge to extend the instance theory to account for the observed
etfects of stimulus similarity on acquisition or skill has been taken up by Palmeri
(1997) and Rickard (1997). Palmeri extended Lassaline and Logan"s (1993) study in
order to demonstrate that transfer could be inllucnced by the similarity of new
patterns to the original training patterns. Fine-grained effects of pattern similarity
were observed by giving participants new patterns that were modermt! or high-lerel
spatial distortions of the presented patterns in addition to the old and new patterns
that Lassalinc and Logan had presented. Results indicated that at

transl~r.

response

times were faster for moderate-similarity patterns than for 10\v-similarity patterns.
and low-similarity patterns were faster than unrelated patterns. This indicated that

!hl.' Spl.'Cifil: lliillln. • of transfi:r

Ill

skill acquisition tasb t:nuld he influciU.:cJ by the

similarity of Shlfl:d l'.\Cillplars.
Palmeri (I (N7) Usl·d a !:!L'Ill.'ral modd of autnmaticity amJ <.:ategori;..ation.
calk·d till· cxcmplar-basl.'d randtllll walk
his rl.'sults.

llHJdclll'.l~RWJ h1

understand und <.:xplain

The 1-:BRW incorpnratcs both l.ogan's (19XXJ instance theory und

NosoiSKy's ( 1986)

gcn~ralisl.'d

context model ({iCMJ of call.'gorisation. As with

Logan's instance theory. when an itt:m is presented. exemplars race to he rctric\·cd
from memory. However. in the EBRW. all exemplars ra<.:c to he rctricn:d with rates
prop0rtional to their similarity to the pn.:sentcd stimuli. and unlikL: the

instam:~:

theory. in which the first rctricn:J instance drives the response. in the EBR\V. each
retrieval provides incremental evidence to drive a random \'-;alk. Once sutlicicnt
evidence is gathered. a response is triggered.

The actual overt response is

detennined by a race between this memory retrieval process and an algorithmic or
rule-based process.
Rickard (1997) introduced a component power laws theory (CMPL) that
assumes that memory retrieval is strongly dependent on attention and that only one
retrieval event can be completed at any given time. While it precludes parallel
completion, it does not preclude parallel initiation of two or more memory-retrieval
events. Furthermore, the type of memory that is assumed to he operating in the skill
acquisition domain, according to Ricbid. is best understood as a prototype
representation for each item, which extracts and stores aspects of instances that arc
common across repetitions, and that are crucial for subsequent skilled pcrfonnance.
Practice therefore strengthens a prototype representation for each task. Unlike the
instance theory, where the algorithm and instance retrieval processes arc executed in
parallel, the CMPL theory stipulates that either the algorithm or prototype

Sl..ill/\t:qui~ition

rqm:s~.:"ntation.

although

th~o·

aml I ran~tcr

hut not hnth. an.: sdel:ted at the outset of each trial.

( ·rvtPI.

thetlf~

~I.

llowever.

may have greater e.xplanatt1ry pt•lential than the in:-.tance

theory. its major sl'thad is

th~o•

nidenl:L' ll1r parallel processing est.:thli:-.ht:d in

Compton and Logan's ( JINI) resean.:h \\here partil:ipants inJica\l.:d that 24(0, of tht:
time they chose to employ simultaneous t:ounting and rememhcrlng to solvt: the task.
Kirsner and Speclman ( 1996) anJ Speelman and Kirsncr (I 'J97) argued that
whereas Logan· s model prm ides a satisfactory aecount of pcrli.Jrmancc when
transfer is either complete

dl"

J.ero. it docs not cater li.>r the more complex. but in

practice routine. situation where transfer is partial. Palmeri· s (1997) EBR W theory
and Rickard's (1997) CMPL theory represent attempts to address this shortfall in
Logan's instance theory. However, the major difference between the ACT* theory
and instance theory accounts of the algorithmic processes still remains. Furthermore.
the opening question as to which mechanic is more able to trunslCr the skills acquired
during training to the new job is still unresolved. The ACT* theory. in contrast to the
Instance theory. holds that knO\vlcdgc is abstrat:t and can be applied beyond the
experience of training.

However. like the EBRW and CMPL theory. the ACT*

theory docs not qualify what enhances the transferability of skill.
In an experiment designed to test the transfer predictions of general and
specific theories of skill acquisition. Greig and Speelman (in press) randomly
assigned 37 university undergraduates to one of two experimental conditions
involving the solving of a simple algebraic equation in both a trainh1g and transfer
phase. In the training phase, participants were exposed to 270 trials at solving the
equation x 2 + 2y

=

A. where each pair of values for x andy were encountcn:J 30

times. In the transfer phase, the task involved tl'10ther 170 trials at solving the same
equation, but with nine new pairs of values for x andy. Results indicated signiticant

l.,hill

p11sitin.· tnmsli..·r 111' skill to the llL'W nurnht:rs. howevt:r it

as p::r!{mnatll'l' \\;ts

di~Tup!nl

Acqui~itiun

wa~

<md I rau~h:r

not complete.:

Tl

tran~h.:r.

by thl' nwnipulation. ·1 hat is. at tht: conuuencenH.:ttl of

the transli:r stagl'. resptlllSL' times ( R I) were slower than the Rl <tl tht: end of
training. htttnot as slm\ as the R I at the L'Uillllll'lll'L'Illl'lll oftmining.
(irt:ig and Spedman

(ill

press) intcrprt:lt:d thL'St: rL·sults to indicatl' that skill

acquisition is neither rL'Strictt:d to the specific task li.!aturt:s expl:ricn<.:t:tl Juring
training. hut neither is it totally gent:ralisahlc to

lll'W

situations. Thl:y <.:nncludl:d that

both general and specitic karning provide suhstantial contributions to pl:rf{,rmancc.
According to the ACT* theory. because the samt: equation was used throughout. an
item-general production was generated that could he applied to any set of x andy
values. Similarly. because each pair of values for x andy was encountered 30 times.
item-specif-ic productions were developed that could be implemented in place of the
item-general productions. During the transfer stage. the item-general productions
developed in training could have been implemented. however. the item-spccilic
productions acquired during training could not have been executed.

Although

improvement in general skills could account for some improvement in the RTs at
transfer, it could not account for improvement to a level similar to that at the
conclusion of training. if spt...'Cific skills had been developed during the training
phase. Item-specific productions involve ICwcr processing steps and arc therefore
quicker than item-general productions. When, however. the opportunity arose to
develop new item-specific productions tl'nmgh further practice, RTs should hnvc
returned to pre-transfer levels. This prediction was confirmed by applying a power
function that provided the best fit to the training data performance times. and
extrapolating it to the transfer phase. The extrapolated training power function. as
predicted, underestimated the performance time for at least the first half of the
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transfer phase. hnt predicted the perli.Jrnmnce times fi.>r the second hall' of the transfer
phase.
l.ogan 's ( 198H) im;tancc theory could also account f(>r ( jrcig and Speelman's
results as the majority of tht: x und y values presented during training and tran:;fer
were the same. only

arrang~:d

in difl!:rent combinations. in the two phases. As a

substantial proportion of the problem space was

~:harcd.

considerable transfer could

be predicted by a relaxed version of the instance theory (if it were possible to divide
instances into separate components).
Speelman (in preparation) also used undergraduate university students to
2

practice solving an algebraic fonnula

[ (x - .1') 1 to
2

examine the transfer of skills

between a training and transfer phase. The experiment was designed to overcome
the limitations of Greig and Speelman (in press) that caused ambiguity in interpreting
the results. This was achieved by having participants practice with one set (eight
pairs) of values for x andy. and then usc a completely different set (eight pairs) of
values for x andy in the transfer phase. Only the equation was common between the
training and transfer phases of the experiment. In the training phase. participants
were exposed to 64 trials with each set of values for x andy encountered eight times.
Similarly, in the transfer phase, participants \Vcre also exposed to 64 trials with each
new set of values for x andy encountered eight times. Participants were randomly
assigned to one of two groups to allow the two sets of values for x and y to be
counterbalanced to control for possible differences in difficulty between the two sets
of items.
The results of Speelman's (in preparation) experiment m1rron· i those of
Greig alid Speelman (in press). That is, a significant positive partial transfer of the
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skill acquired in solving tlu: algehraic l(lflnula was transferred to the new sct of
values for x andy. Similarly. the hest-lit powL·r function that dcscrihL:d thc training
performance.

when extrapolaled to tlu: transli:r phase, LJJH.lcrcstimated the.:

performance times Ji.1r the first two thirds of the transll:r phase.:. Results eon firmed
that both gcnt:ral ami specific task fl:atures contribute to skill acquisition.
Although a relaxed version of
Speelman's (in press) results.

th~.:

th~.:

instance theory could explain Greig and

theory cannot explain Speelman's (in prcparation)

results. There was no common ground shared between training and transfer other
than the algebraic formula. therefore. only an item-general production fOr solving the
formula for any given \"aluc of'x andy could be carried forv,·-ard into the transfer task.
Furthermore. Logan ( 1988. 1990) deemed that each processing episode is encoded.
stored and retrieved as a single. unique unit. The stimulus and response features of
each episode arc represented together in memory. \Vithout reference to relevant
infonnation such as component features of a :ask. Therefore. whether the race is
between an instance and the algorithm or a prototype representation of an instance
and the algorithm is of no explanatory value in understanding the partial transference
of skill observed. In Speelman's experiment there was no similar instance to recall
or use to form a prototype. as the values for x andy were different in the training and
transfer tasks.

The Current Experiment.
The current study seeks to address the unresolved question underlying the
problem of which mechanic is more able t0 transfer the skills acquired during
training to the new job.

Speelman and Kirsncr's (1997) l!ndings that different

training conditions led to different performance strategies resulted in their
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postulating that if training \Vas highly constrainl!d. such that fl:w variations were
cxpcric.:nccd and rdiancc on past solutions \Vas l!JH.:ouraged, highly spl!cilk skills
would result. If training \\as lc:ss constrained. so that many task variations \Vl!rl!
c:xpc:ric.:nccd and the: dL·vclopmc:nt of gc:m:ral strategies was encouraged, abstract
skills that arc.: highly transferahh: would result (cf. Kramer, Stayer. & Buckky. 1990;
Logan & Klapp. 1991; Schneider & Fisk. 19H4). Based on this vicv..', the mechanic
\vhose skill acquisition involved training with a greater number of vehicle types
would be more able to transfer his skills to the m:w job.
The aim of the present study was to t<.:st the above prediction of Speelman
and Kirsner ( 1997).

The proposed study extends Speelman's (in preparation)

experiment by usmg the same algebraic formula

(x

2
-

2

.r)

and manipulating the

number of x and y stimulus pairs encountered during training (fhe independe/11
variable). It is anticipated that if only a sma1! number of x andy stimulus pairs are

encountered during training. then participants will be encouraged to develop highly
specific routines for performing the task. This will be reflected by the transfer phase
response times (ihe dependem variahle) being significantly greater for those
participants who trained with fewer x and y stimuli pairs compared to participants
who trained with a greater number of x andy stimuli pairs . Conversely. it is
anticipated that if a large number of x and y stimulus pairs are encountered during
training, then participants will be encouraged to develop more general routines for
performing the task regardless of the items presented (i.e .. they will develop skills

that are more transferable to slightly different situations such as stimulus pairs not
encountered previously).

An additional design IL-aturc or the present study was tlwt all

purticip<.~nts

receive equivalent practice \\-'ilh tlu: task. hut dirll-rent amounts of pmcticc with
particular items. similar to the practice manipulation in l·:xperiments 1and 2 of I .ogan
and Klapp's ( 199\) study. Thus tlw experiment was designed to assess the extent to

which practice with spccilic items aiTt.:cts transfl-r.
In Speelman's (in preparation) experiments. it was a necessary feature of the
design that the transfer phase consisted of the same numhcr of trials as the training
phase. rn this

cxperimt~nt.

only one block of eight trials \Vas considered necessary

to

test the transferability of skill. 1-lo\\'CVCL a second block of trials will be included.
consisting of four x andy stimulus pairs from the training plmsc. and four x and y
stimulus pairs whose x values have been encountered during training. and \vhose y
values were encountered only during the transfer phase.

This will allow the

experiment to assess if the components of an instance can be individually useful in
the transfer of skill. If the RT's for the mixed (old/new) items in the second block of
the transfer task were significantly different to the RT's for the first block of the
transfer task, then it could be assumed that some item-specific production for solving
the value ofx had been transferred.
Speelman and Kirsner (1997) have predicted that if training was highly
constrained, highly specific skills would result. and if training was less constrained.
abstract skills that are highly transferable would result. In view of their prediction. it
is hypothesised that participants who encounter a greater number of x andy stimulus
pairs during the training phase will have significantly faster response times in the
transfer phase than participants who train with fewer x andy stimulus pairs. If the
transfer response times arc not significantly different to the response times at the
commencement of training, then the transfer of skill will be zero. If however. (hey

I

I
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an.• signilicantly di!Terent. then positive transfer
general skill of solving the algehrail: limnula

transk·r

phas~.-.

the: rc.:sponst'
timc.:s at

training.

th~,.·

IS

~.:an

he assumed.

Because the

common to hoth the training and

it is hypothesised. that partial positive transfCr will occur. indicated hy

tim~.·s

!i1r tht: transfer phase hcing signilicantly greater than the response

completion of training. hut not as grca: as at the commencement of
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Method

Partil:ipanl'::!
Forty-hvo volunteer undl!rgraJuate psychology studl:nts from Edith Cowan
University participated in this study. ol'whkh 14 were ICmale and X were mall!. The
participants· ages ranged between 17 and 48 years. with the mean age being 30.12
years. Participants wen.: recruited by announcements during ll:ctures, tmd randomly
assigned to one of two expcrimmtal groups. There wl:re 21 participants in both
groups. with males and females equally distributed bctwr.:cn thr.: two groups. Thl:y
were rewarded with a cup of coffee/tea and a Mars Bar upon completion of the
testing session.

Design
The study measured the response time required to solve the algebraic formula
(x\-yLn the training and transfer phnse of the skill acquisition task. In the training
phase, participants received one of two levels of the independent variable (number of
pairs of valut!S for x andy). One group was given eight pairs of values for x andy
and the other group was given 16 pairs of values for x and y. In the transfer phase.
both groups were presented with new values for x andy not encountered in training.

Apparatus
An Apple Macintosh LC computer with a 13 inch monochrome monitor was
used to present the task to the participants, collect their responses and record their
response times. The computer software was custom designed using the HyperCard
2.3 programming language. The algebra equation used by Speelman (in preparation)
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Valw:s ll1r the x anti y itl.:m sl!ts

(e.g .. x = 5 andy= 9), ror tlw training and transli.:r phases are presented in Table I.

Table I: Values l(1r x andy during the Training and Transfi.:r phase, with appropriak
odd or even response.
Training Phase
Group Two Participants

Group One Participants
X

5
5
5
5
8
8
8
8

l'

Ans\VCr

9

8

'

II

7

13
15

6

2

4
6

8

5
31
30
29
28

Odd/Even
E
0
E
0
0
E
0
E

Answer

Odd/Even

8

E

II

7

4
4

6
8

31
30
34
33
5
4

0
0

9

2
4
13
15

5
5
8
8

13
15
6

9

9
II

X

5
5
8
8
9

9

4
4

y
9

8

2
4

E

E
0
0
E

6
5
29
28
36
35
7
6

E
0
0
E
E
0
0
E

Transfer Phase
Groups One and Two
New Values
X

"'

6
6
6
6

10
12
14
16

7
7
7
7

3
5

I

7

* Denotes new values

Old and New Values

Answer Odd/Even
13
0
12
E
II
0
10
E
24
E
23
0

22
21

X

5
5
5
5
8

"'7'9

8

5'
15
10'
4

E

8

6

0

8

12*

Answer

8
9

10
5
27
30
29
26

Odd/Even
E
()

E

0
0
E
()

E
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Procedure
The task required participants to suhstitutc values li1r x andy in the equation

(x! ~ y)
'

,c

:1. Each trial consisted of the presentation of" the equation at the top of the

computer monitor screen. with a single given value HJr each of the x andy variables
in the centre of the screen. Participants were required to calculate the solution for the
equation. and decide whether the solution

W'US

an odd or an even numhcr. They were

then required to register their decision hy clicking with the mouse on the appropriate
box (A is ODD or A is EVEN) located at the bottom of the screen. On screen
instructions and layout of practice and trial tasks arc presented in Appendix B.
Participants were randomly assigned to wurk one at a time. in one o"l two
experimental conditions. They were fully informed of the procedure but not the
purpose of the experiment prior to commencement (sec Appendix A for Consent
Form, and Appendix B for on screen introductions). and that they were free to
withdraw at any time.

They were instructed to work quickly through each set.

pausing only between sets. emphasising that the goal was to respond as quickly as
possible without sacrificing accuracy.
To allow the participants to familiarise themselves with the computer
equipment and procedural format, two practice trials were presented in the tbnnat
described above, with values for x andy that were not included in either the training
or transfer phase. When the participants registered their answer to each practice trial,
a box appeared in the centre of the screen indicating that the answer was CORRECT
or INCORRECT- TRY AGAIN. Aller two practice trials. participants could choose
to repeat the practice sets or proceed to the experiment by clicking on the relevant
box on the screen (sec Appendix 8 for practice instructions and screen layout).
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In tht: training phast:, forty blocks of
wert: generated by
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trials cach, a total of 320 trials,

computer in pscud(Handom ordcr, so that each pair of values

for .r andy \Vt:rc encountered only ont.:e per blod.

bu.:h trial was presented on

screen. ont: at a time in the format described abuvc. without uny indication of block
grouping. When the participants registered their ans\\'Cr to cat.:h trial, a box appeared
in the ct.:ntre of tht: screen bt:low the x andy valw.:s, f()r approximately three seconds.
indicating that the answer was CORRECT or JNCORRLCT. The screen was then
cleared of the trial task and feedback. and a new screen layout appeared giving thL:
command to start the next trial when the participant was ready (sec Appendix B for
screen layouts and instructions). One group of participants (low variation group) was
exposed to only eight pairs of values for x andy and was presented those item sets 40
times. The other group (high variation group) was

cxpos~.:d

to 16 pairs of values for x

andy (including the low variation group's stimulus pairs plus eight others) and
encountered those item sets 20 times during training.
Upon completion of the training phase. both groups received the same
transfer task consisting of another two blocks of eight trials based on the original
algebra formula. The x andy item sets in the first transfer block consisted of new
values not encountered by either group in the training phase.

The second block

consisted of a mixture of old and new values for x andy. This block included four of
the x andy stimulus pairs from the training phase. and four x and y stimulus pairs
whose x values have been encountered during training. and whose y values were
encountered only during the transfer phase (sec Table 1). The transfer trials \Vere
presented in the same manner as the training trials.
Participants responded to a total of 42 blocks of eight trials that took on
average approximately 50 minutes to complctt.·.

There was no break between

Skill
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training amltransll-r and no prior warning to partidpants that the range of values !(>r
the .\' and y stimulus pairs was t!oing to c.:hangt.:.
informed that

th~..·y

llowt.:wr, participants wert.:

c.:ould pmtse or rest hdwecn trials if m.:cUt.:U. Once

and tmns!i.;r exen:iscs

wcr~..·

th~.:

training

c.:ompldeJ. participants were dcbricfCd, thanked fi>r their

participution and olli:reJ rcli"cshmL'llls.
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l{csults

The t.'rror ratt: lbr the last 10 hlocks of training (trials 241 - · 320) li1r euch
participant \Vas scrutinised.

Appropriatc w.:curacy was deemed to he 70(0J, well

above chance performance (50(r!)). Results inJicatl!d that onl! participant's accuracy

was

61.25~-o

in the last 10 hlm:ks.

lhc ovt:rall data set \Vas analysed with and

without this participant's data. and revealed that

J~.:letion

had no impact on tht:

overall trend. therefore this person's data \Vas n.:taincd. The mean accuracy rate for
all participants for the last 10 blocks of training \Vas 93.41% (.\'D
reaction times from

corn~ct

8.12). The

trials only \\·ert: analysed.

Response time data in the training phase

\\'US

analysed in 40 blocks of 8 trials

each. The effect of the training condition was analysed using a 2 x 40 (Variation in
Training x Practice) split plot analysis of variance (SPANOVA). The SPANOVA"s
assumption of sphericity for the Practice effect was violated. therefore new degrees
of freedom were calculated using a Huynh-Feldt value of 0.238. With an alpha level
set at .05, there was a significant main effect for both Practice. F(9,371)
.000, and Variation in Training /·(1.40)

~

=

95.52. p

=

I 0. 78. p ' . 002. The interaction between

Practice and Variation in Training was also significant. F(9.371)

=

2.27, p

=

.000.

Descriptive statistics are shown in Appendix C. and the interaction is illustrated in
Figure I.
The effect of the training condition on the reaction times for the last I 0
blocks of eight trials were further analysed using a 2 x 10 (Variation in Training x
Practice) split plot analysis of variance (SPANOV A). The SPA NOV A's assumption
of sphericity for the practice effect was violated, therefore new degrees of freedom
were calculated using a Huynh-Feldt value cJ 0.496. With an alpha level set at .05.
there was a significant main effect lor both Practice. /·\4.129)

~

3.08. p

~

.00 I. and
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Variation in training. /·( 1.40) - 11.09, p ,-- .002. intlkating that the n.:sponse timL:s li1r
the low variation group werl: significantly H1stcr than tht.: high variation group J(,r

blocks J I to 40. lkseriptive statistics arc shown in J\pp!.!ntlix C.
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Figure 1. Mean response times as a function of the variation in the

!~<lining

phase

(high variation/low variation) and practice (block) in both training and transfer
phases. The two lines represent power functions that provide the best fit to the
training data, and are extrapolated into the transfer phase (block 41 ).

Power functions of the form RT =a

--t-

hN'" (where N

=

number of blocks of

practice), were fitted to the mean response times for each block in the training phase
(parameters of these curves arc presented in Table I). In order to decide whether
transfer perfonnance constituted a signilicant deviation from the practice function
observed during training, the power functions were extmpolated to predict perfect
transfer perfonnance. In addition, confidence limits (a

=

0.05) were calculated for
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the: ri.Ulll rc:sronsc: times in tlw first hlm:k of transli.:r (i.e., hlock 41 ). The: power
function and

conlidcn~:c

If' cxtrapo/atctl

limits arc: pn:sentc:t! in Figure I.

pcrl(mnancc falls within thcsL' conlidL'nce limits. transfi.:r pcrlhrmancc can f)l:
considered r.:omplcte (Sped man & Kirsner. 1997 ). If extrapolated

p~.:rlilrmancc

fltlls

<llxn-c the upper limit. transli..'r can he considered to be less than complete. In the
present study. transfer was kss than complete.

Table I

Parameters of Power Functions of the form RT =a+

bN~

Fitted to Training Data

Parameters

Type of Training
a

Goodness-of-fit

,-'

c

b

rmsd

Low variiltion training

1.00

12,314.92

-0.433

0.998

175.315

High variation training

1.00

11.732.Cl4

-0.297

0.997

316.679

To examine the effect of variation in training on the transferability of skill.
the mean response times for blocks 40 and 41 were analysed using a 2 (Block) x 2
(Variation in Training) split plot SPANOV A.
including homogeneity of covariance.

\VCrc

The SPANOVA test assumptions,

satisfactory. With an alpha level set

.05, there was a significant main effect for Block F(IAO)

~

147.16, p " .000, and a

significant effect for the Block by Variation in Training interaction
p

=

at

F(

1.40)

=.

11.21.

.002. Tukey's HSD post hoc comparison tests indicated: a significant siO\ving of

the response times between hlock 40 (training) and block 41 (transfer) for both the
high variation group and the low variation group; that transferability is a function nf
the variability of the training task, indicated by the mean rem:tion times for the high
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variation group hdng signi lil.:antly fastl.!r than the: low variation gn•up, in hhH.:k 41:
and that thi.!rl.! was no signilicant Jifli:rc:nl.!c hi.!I\VI.!cn tlw r!.!sponsc tinH:s for dthcr
low or high variation groups ut the conclusion

or training (hlo~:k 40).

th~:

lkscriplive

statistii.:s arc shown in Tahll' 2. and thc interm:tion is illustrated in Figurc 2.

Table].

Mean Response Times (ms) ot' Training Block40 and Transli!r Blot.:ks l(>r Both !.ow
and hi!.!h Variation Trainin!.!

Low Variation Training
M
Sll

II igh Variation ·1 raining
M
SD

Training
Block 40

2575

1345

3479

946

7761
3710
7971

3198
I 715
3275

6-121
4-130

1827
1386

6028

2063

Transfer
Block 41
Block 42 oiC
Block 42 mixed

A supplementary test was performed to inYestigatc the rclatin: slowing of
performance fOr the low and high variation trained groups in mo\'ing to the transfer
phase. By subtracting the response times for block 40 from the response times for
block 41 for each participant. the difference between training and transfer response
times were calculated. Data screening revealed an outlier for both the low and high
variation training groups. Further investigation revealed that both participants had
difficulty in calculating one of the transfer trials. hut had recorded normal processing
times on the remainder of the transfer trials. The average response times for hoth
participants were recalculated with the outlying trial times omitted. and a repeat
analysis of the data revealed no inordinate effect ol' these trials on the results. Both
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outliers were there::.rc retaim:d without transJi,rmation, as they were deemed to hl.:
part of their rc:sp.::ctive ropulations.

Because the assumrtion of homogeneity of

variance was violah:d. an indercndent I test li1r une4ual variance was comruted. and
found to he signilicant. 1 (31 JO)

=

1.35, p "' .002. The mt:an difference hl.:twccn

training and transfer response times for the low variation group was 5187
milliseconds (.)'[) = 2684). compared to 2943 milliseconds Jbr the high variation
group (5'D = 14Q3). indicating that greater variation during training results in less
disruption when moving to the transfer phase and so indicates greater transJCr of the
acquired skill.
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Figure 2. Mean response times at completion of training phase (block 40) and
transfer phase (block 41 ), for low variation and high variation training groups.
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To r.:xmninr thr.:

rfll:~.:t

of variation in training on the truns!i.:rahility of skill

whrn only part of thl!' transll:r task

\\IUS

new. thr.: mean res pons<.: times for blocks 41,

42 old. and 42 mixt:d. wrrc analysed using a J (Block) x 2 (Variation in Training)
split plot SPANOVA. The SPANOVA Irs! assumptions. including

homog~.:ncity

of

covarianct•. wcrr satisllictory. With an alpha lr.:vd set at .05. there was a significant
main dll:ct for thr composition ofthr transfCr block F(2.&0)

:o;

39.23.p

.000. and a

signiticant intrraction brtwt:l!n block composition and variation in training F(2.80) =
6.48. p '"' .002. Tukcy's IISD post hoc comparison tests indicated: a significant
reduction in response times for both the high variation group and the low variation
group. for block 42 old items. when compared to either block 41 or block 42 mixed;
no significant increase in the response times betv.;een block 41 and block 42 mixed.
for either the high variation group or the lov.· variation group; and that transferability
is a function of the variability of the training task when the transfer task includes new
stimuli or partially new stimuli. indicated by the response times for the high variation
group being significantly faster than the 10\v variation group. in both block 41 and
block 42 mixed. Descriptive statistics arc indicated in Table 2. and the interaction is
illustrated in Figure 3.
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l>iscussinn
R~:sults

or the currr.:nt study supported the hypotlwsis that partial positive

tnmsfer would occur. indicall!d by thL· response tirm:s f(Jr the transfer ph<Jsc being
signilicantly

f~Istcr

than the n:sponsc times at the commencement of training. hut not

a.s rust as at the completion of training. Furthermore, the results also supported thl:
hypothesis that participants who cm:ounterr.:d a greater number of x andy stimulus
pairs during the trnining phase \',:ould have significantly faster response times in thl:
transfer phase. when compared to participants who trained with a smaller number of
x andy stimulus pairs.

These results concur \Vith those postulated by Speelman and Kirsner ( 1997)
and speculated by Kramer, Stayer. and Buckley (1990). suggesting that whether an
acquired skill is specific to situations identical to those encountered during training
or gcneralisable to other similar situations is determined by the nature of the skill
acquisition. When only a small number of x andy stimulus pairs were encountered
during training, participants were encouraged to de\'elop highly specific routines for
perfonning the task. This was renected by the transfer phase response times being
significantly greater for those participants who trained with a smaller number of x
and y pairs. Conversely, when a greater number of x and y stimulus pairs \vere
encountered during training, participants were encouraged to develop a more general
routine that was useful for perfonning the task regardless of the items presented.
In the training phase, practice resulted in improvement of the task that
reflected the power-law of leaming (Newell & Rosenbloom. 1981 ). mirroring Greig
and Speelman (in press) and Speelman's (in preparation) lindings with this type of
ta3k. Although there was no significant difference between the RTs for the high and
low variation training grc.ups at the completion of the training phase (block 40).
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analysis of

th~:

response time

last 10 hlod;s

forth~:

or training (blm.:ks Jl

low Yariation group was

the hig.h \'ariation group.

1-"urthcrlllur~:.

were dnsL' to their asymptote.

it

1~1ster

t~pp~:art.:d

imprm·~:ment

40), rcvcalcJ that the mean

than the mt.:an response time lilr

that while the low variation group

in RTs wus still occurring at the

c-ompk·tion of tmining ti.Jr the high \·ariHtion group (sec Figure 1). This is not
surprising giYcil that parh:ipants in the high variation training group were presented
with each x andy stimulus

pair~()

times during prar.:ticc. whereas

th~:

participants in

the low variation training group were presented with each stimulus pair 40 times
during training.

Partial Transfer
The demonstration of partial positive transfer as illustrated by the
training/transfer interaction in Figure 2 and conlirmcd by the extrapolation of the
training power function into the transfer phase. as illustratcJ in Figure l. supports the
:-esults of Greig and Speelman (in press) and Spt:clman (in preparation). Hov.'ever. as
Greig and Speelman noted. explanation of the partial transfer is problematic for both
general and specific theories of skill acquisition. Whereas general theories predict
complete transfer between identical tasks \Vith different items. specific theories
predict zero transfer under these conditions.

Therefore. as Greig and Speelman

concluded, both general and specific learning must have contributed to the observed
partial transfer.
As presented m the Introduction. Anderson's (1983. 1987. 1993) ACT'

theory can account for both general and specific skills resulting from practice.
whereas Logan's (1988, 1990. 1992) instance theory can only account for spccilic
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skills acquisition. Therefore, the ACT* theory proviJes a superior m:count of the
intcrmcdiatc transfer ohscr\'l'd in the present n.:sults.
I

At:t:ording to i\Cl1". in the training phasl: of this experiml:nt purtit:ipmlls
would haw dL•vcloped a set of prudut:tions speci lkully to solve the algebraic Jixmula
Initially tht:sc prodLH.:tions would be item-general processes in that they
could

~e

applied to any set of values for x and y substituted in the equation.

However, some item-spccilic productions \vould develop by the end of training as
each set of x andy values would have been encountered 20 or 40 times. depending
on the training condition. These item-specific productions \..'auld only be executed in
response to a particular x andy stimulus pair. Furthcnnorc. as Greig and Speelman
(in press) suggested, because these productions arc more spc,cific than the general set
of productions, they would be more likely to bL": executed in response

to

a matching

pair of x andy stimuli than a general set. They would therefore gain strength and
eventually become faster overall with fewer processing steps. than the general sets.
During the transfer phase. when new x andy stimulus pairs were encountered. the
item-specific productions could no longer be implemented. However. participants
would still be able to utilise their item-general productions.

Hence. their

perfonnance during the transfer phase was slower than at the completion of training
but not as slow as at the commencement of training, when no general set of
productions had been developed.
According to Logan's (1988, 1990, 1993) instance the0ry. initial performance
in the training phase of this experiment would be based on algorithmic processing
with a gradual transition to memory-based processing as participants experienced
further instances of the same x andy stimulus pairs. During the training phase. a race
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would have occurred hl'tween the algorithm and the rctricval of each instafl(C from
mcnwry. (iradually. as pradkc inncascd. itcrn-spc(;ili(; instances would havc been
retrieved ll1sh:r than

th~.:

algorithmic !lrol:css. thcrchy

r~.:sulling

in fash:r pl:rlimnam:c

of the fonnula-soh·ing task. llmwv ... r. Juring the trans!Cr phasl:. when there were no
prior inst<.Hl(;CS to recall. partkipants would have had to rdy on the algorithmi(;
proc~.:ss

to soln~ the formula. According to this vic\\'. thi.! ml!an RTs !11r block 41 in

the transfer

phas~.:.

should han~ been identical to the mean RTs for hlod< I at the

commencement of training. because no instances would have been availuhlc for the x
andy stimulus pairs presented in this block. and algorithms do not improve with
practice. However. this prediction \Vas not supported by the current results. The
finding of partial transfer is therefore in direct conflict \\·ith Logan· s instance

th~..·ory.

and highlights the anomaly reported by Logan and Klapp ( 1991) that was
unexplained. Furthermore. the partial transfer observed in the current results support
Speelman and Kirsner's ( 1997) claim that if the Instance theory is to provide a viable
account of skill acquisition and transfer instances need to be more abstract than
suggested by Logan.
The propositional theory introduced by Logan and Etherton ( 1994) holds that
instances are propositions. and as such are capable of expressing co-occurrences
indirectly. It would appear that if this concept was used as a basis for modif)•ing the
instance theory, then infOrmation about one instance could be transferred to another
similar but different instance. If applied to the present study. this view would allow
information about the formula to be transferred indirectly by reference to the same
argument. That is, because the fonnula is common to propositions that refer to the
coMoccurrence of the formula and some value fi.H' x and y. indirect transfer of
information about the formula could result. This would lead to a type of subdivision
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in

instanc~.:s.

allowing part of an instance to he recalled from ml.:mory and upplicd to

a similar situation (dis~.:ussion of this issue I(J]]ows. under

sc~.:tion

titled Transfer as a

Function ofTn!ining Variation). However. hecausc otdy infixmation referring to the
algchraic formula

~.:ould

bl! transferred, (as !her!.! v,.ould he no instanct:s to recall that

contain information rdating to the new x andy stimuli values), only the algorithmic
processing would be advantaged.

That is, some modification to the algorithmic

process. that results in a timt: savings could vccur. According to the Instance theory
however. the algorithmic process cannot be modified, it can only be displaced in the
'race' by an instance.
The application of the propositional theory to the transfer phase of the present
study may hold strong power in explaining the partial transfer that was observed,
however. it destroys the essence of the instance theory. That is. there would be no
instances to join in the race with the algorithm - there would be no race -just a
modification to the algorithmic process that results from information gleaned from a
partially similar instance. l-Ienee there is nothing to distinguish this account from
that of the ACT* theory.
As previously discussed, Palmeri's (1997) EBRW theory maintains that the
specific nature of transfer in skill acquisition tasks can be influenced by the similarity
of stored exemplars. Exemplars race to be retrieved with rates proportional to their
similarity to the presented stimulus, with each retrieval providing incremental
evidence to drive a random walk. Once sufficient evidence is gathered a retrieval is
completed.

The final response is determined by a competitive race between the

random walk memory retrieval process and an algorithmic process.
In Palmeri's (1997) transfer phase, moderate and low-lcvei spatial distortions
of dot patterns encountered during training were used that resulted in the RTs being
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thster t(Jr both uf these pattt:rns than patterns which were unrelated. Allhough there
was no similarity, in the present study, hctwct.:n the x andy stimulus valur.:s hr.:twr.:r.:n
the training and transfer phases, the.: !(mnula wus similar (the samr.:). II' the EBRW
theory was applied to thr.: present study. the partial transli.!r could he acc.:ountcd li:>r on
the bases that the exemplars (consisting of the similar f(Jrmula and new x andy
stimulus values) were suc.:cessful in their racr.: with the algorithmic process, resulting
in a savings in the RTs. However, on the basis of the ACT* theory. it cuuld also be
argued that there was no race. simply a modification to the algorithmic process due
to composition and proceduralisation that resulted in the time savings. The partial
transfer observed in the blocked and highlighted conditions of Speelman and
Kirsner's (1997) syllogisms study. where no exemplars \vere available for recall at
the transfer stage, would seem to suggest that the latter argument cannot be
dismissed.
Rickard's (1997) alternative to the instance theory, the CMPL theory,

replaces instances with a prototype representation in memory that extracts and stores
aspects that are common across repetitions. The prototype. which is strengthened
with practice, competes with the algorithm for a winner-takes-all selection at the
onset of each trial. Furthermore., each step of the algorithm is assumed to be a single
retrieval event.

Therefore, the first rdrieval event is crucial in determining the

process, as it will be either the prototype recall or the commencement of the
algorithmic process. When applied to the transfer phase of the present study, the

CMPL theory, like the instance theory. would predict that the algorithmic process
would be the winner, as no prototype would be available for recall to enter

th~:

race.

Furthennore, although the CMPL theory. unlike the instance theory, can account for
item-specific speedup with practice when the prototype is selected, it cannot account

I
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for

itcm~g.cncml

speedup in algorithm execution when thcrc is no prototype

availahlt.·. That is. if a prototype is availahh:, it can compete with thc algorithm at
whatever step in the algorithmic process the compctition applies.

In this study,

aceording to the CMJ•L tiH.:ory. no itcm~spccilic spccdup or itcm-gcnt.:ral spccdup
should have hL·cn nhscrvcd. however. the results suggest an item-gt:rwral speedup in
algorithm cxc:cution must have occurred to uccount li.lr the time savings. in tht:

abscnr..:e of a prototype

rcprcscntati~m

being available in memory. This is indicated

by the RTs for the transfer phase being faster than the Rls at the commencement of'
training. but not as fast as at the completion of training. These results concur v... ith
Rickard's findings. that general speedup in algorithm execution did occur with
practice. However. he suggested that the general speedup in his study could have
resulted from participants referring to an algorithm example sheet during the
commencement of pmcticc but not at transfer.
The partial transfer ohscrved in the present study was not subject to similar
confounding practices of participants referring to examples as in Rickard's (1997)
study. However, it might be argued that the participants, having practi..:ed on 320
similar trials, were startled when confronted with new sets of x and)' stimuli in the
transfer phase. Participants were not informed of the nature of the experiment with
respect to there being a training and transfer phase, nor was the introduction of the
transfer phase indicated by the experimenter, as this was considered an important
aspect of the design. To assess the possible cllCcts of the tm~·Jspccted change in the
stimuli, the old and mixed (old/new) stimuli were analysed separately tOr the second
block of transfer trials. It would be reasonable to assume that any ·startle' eiTcct
would be extinguished by the second block of transfer. Results indicated that there
was no significant dillCrcnce between the RTs for block 41 and block 42 mixed. for
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the low variation

train~:d partidpants.

or the high variation trained participants. This

would suggest that there was no confounding dtu.: to a starth: cflCcl.

Transti:r as <I Function of Training Variation
The results

or the pn:scnl study indicate that participants who were t:xpnscd

to a greater variation of stimuli during training had grr.:atcr transrcrability of their
acquired skill.

This result supports Speelman and Kirsncr's (1997) claim that

''mechanisms underlying skill acquisition appear to be adaptive to the nature

or the

environment rather than lixcd and only responsive to particular environments"
(p.IOO, cf. Anderson et al .. !997; Kramer. Stayer & Buckley, 1990). These results
also concur with Logan and Klapp ( 1991) who reported that participants who
practiced with a small set of items pcrfom1ed more poorly than those who practiced
with a larger set of items, when transferred to a set of new items.
Participants in the present study had the same amount of task practice. but
differed in the amount of item practice, similar to the practice manipulation in
Experiments I and 2 of Logan and Klapp's ( 1991) study. This feature of the present
study has more relevance to everyday living. than the alternative of exposing
participants to the same amount of item practice. but diffcrt:nt amounts of task
practice, that occurred in Logan and Klapp's Experiment 3. In the current economic
climate, apprenticeships and study courses arc being reduced, not cxtl!ndcd in length
of time. Therefore, it was considered important to standardise the tusk practice time
in order to increase the gencralisability of the results. Although Logan and Klapp
reported that the learning rate depended on the number of presentations of individual
items, not the number of items to be learned (Experiment 3). little mention was made
of the transfer results. In the transfer task involving new items. transferability was

I
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dependent on tlu: number of itt:ms learned Juring prw.:ticc, indicated hy the mean
rcsponsc time fl1r the 12 digit traincJ particirants lx:ing 26lms, compared to the

mean response time of 461ms IC.1r the 6 digit traim;J participants. These n.:sults
support those ofthl'

prcs~.:nt

study.

Similarly. Schneider and Fisk { \982) rcportl:d that the magnitude of transiCr

in category search differed as u function of the number of items that represented each
category during training. When the number or exemplars was increased from f(lur to
eight during training. transfer rates increased from 60% to 92%. These results lend
further support to the findings of this study. Partial transfer reported by Greig and

Speelman (in press) was interpreted to be an indication that skill acquisition was not
restricted to the specific task features experienced during training, but neither V.'as it
totally generalisable to new situations. They concluded that partial transfer indicated
that skill acquisition could be both general and specific. In keeping with this view,
and the ACT* theory. in the present study item-general productions \Vould have been
developed that could have been applied to any set of values for x andy that \Vcrc
presented. Item-specific productions would also have been developed for each set of
values for x and y encountered repeatedly during training. However, item-specific
productions could not be used in the transfer task as the values for x and y were
different. Therefore, only item-general productions were able to be utilised during
the transfer phase.

If Schneider and Fisk's (1982) findings apply to these item-

general productions, then it would follow that the more exemplars encountered
during training that incorporate the application of the item-general production. the
greater the transferability of the skill.

According to the ACT"' theory, in the training phase of the present study.
participants who trained with a small set of x andy stimulus pairs would have been

I
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encouraged to develop highly specific productions lix solving the ulgchraic lhrmulu.
The composition process would have allowt:d the

prm:cduw!i,.a1ir~:~

steps

~o

b;.:

collapsed into a one stt:p process rt:sulting in the correct answer being retrieved Jhr
each stimulus pair presented (!.!.g., if four squared minus eight divided hy two is
presented fix solving. tht:n li.lur is the tmswcr).

Participants who trained with a

greater number of x andy stimulus pairs would have bcc:n encouraged to develop
more general productions (e.g .. if four squared minus eight divided by two is
presented for solving. first square four. then subtract eight and divide result by two.
to obtain the answer) as well as the specific productions. for solving the algebraic
fonnula. The composition process for these participants would have been a slower
process with more practice at performing the intermediate processing steps. before
finally developing highly specific productions similar to those of the low variation
trained participants.

In the training phase. the low variation trained participants

would have the advantage. as their specific productions V.'ould be faster than the
more general productions of the high variation trained participants. However. in the
transfer phase, the reverse would be true. Participants who trained with a greater
number of x and y stimulus pairs would have the advantage. They would have
developed more skill at using the intermediate processing steps that could be
implemented in the problem-solving task. The participants who had trained with less

x andy stimulus pairs would have less skill in using the intem1ediate processing steps
required to solve the algebraic fonnula when new x and y stimulUs pairs were
encountered, as illustrated in Figure 3.
An additional feature of the present study was desigm:d to assess if the
components of a skill can be individually useful in the transfer or skill. In the second
block of transfer trials, four x andy stimulus pairs were identical to those used in the
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training pha.-;e, and four x andy

~timulus

pairs consistt:d of those whose x valucs

lmve been Clll'OUillcrcd during training. and whose y values wcrc cm;ounten:d only
during the transfer

plms~.:. lfth~.:

RT's for the four mixed items in the second h\od of

tht.: transli!r task were signilicantly H1ster than the RT's f(,r the lirst hlod of thL.:
transfer task. then it could he assumed that some

it~.:m-spL.:ci!il:

protludion for solving

the value of x had been transferred. Although results did not indic.:ate a significant
ditTerence bctm:en these response timL'S. thl: means of the response timl:s. as
indicated in Table 2. re\'cal a trend in this dirc.:ction. There wus a 393ms rcdul:tion in
response time for high varii.!tinn trained participants. wmparcd to a :nOms inl:r<.:asc
in the response time for the low variation trained participants. hctwcl:n the lirst block
of transtCr items and tht: mixed items in tht: second block of the transll!r task.
Caution is warranted in speculating on this trend. hel:ause in the mixed condition of
block 42 there were only lOur trials encountered hy each participant. resulting in a
mean of only two or three trials in some instances. alter ddcling incorrect trials.
However. these findings would suggest that further investigation of tht.: potent in! to
utilise component knowledge of a skill involYcd in skill acquisition. us implied hy
Logan's propositional theory. is warranted.

Implications and Future Directions
It is anticipated that the results or the proposed study will not only add

support to the ACT* theory and provide an impetus l(1r fUrther relincmcnt of the
instance theory, but that they Will lead to more efficient training programs. and as
Speelman (in preparation) proposes, a smoother trunsition fwm classroom to the
workplace. In the present socioeconomic environment. where greater emphasis is
being placed on ed'ucation and training. there is often a conllicting outcome for those
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being traint:d. Training has n:sulll:d in highly specilk skills. and opportunitit:s to
utilist• those skills are highly t:mnpctitive. \vitb the t:nd result that many trainees are
forced to look hcyonJ the lidd of their expertise l()r implementation. 1-"urtherrnore,

with the accelerated ad\'ancc in technology. the apparatus and hurdware that was
used during training is olien superceded and in some cases hears lillie

rcscrnhlanc~.:

to

that on the shop 11oor. Based on the Jindings of the present study. it would appear
that more diverse training may lead to more cllicicnt application of acquired skills.
Although the pn.::--.cni

1udy indicates that transferability is a function of

variability in training with respect to algebraic formula solving skills, further
research is needed to enhance the gencralisability the results. It is suggested that this
hypothesis be tested in other task areas such as lexical decisions, alphabet-arithmetic,
and fact recognition. While it is recognised that this study represents only a small
sub-domain of cognitive skills. Rickard. Healy. and Bourne (1994) point out that the

entire mental arithmetic literature is motivated by the premise that discoveries about
mathematical cognition will have implications for general theories of skill
acquisition.

Conclusion
Although results of the experiment reported in this paper are consistent with
Anderson's ( 1982, 1992) ACT* theory of skill acquisition. they present several
difficulties for the Instance theory as presented by Logan ( 1988. 1992). Firstly. the

instance theory cannot explain the partial transfer observed in the present study.
Secondly, the Instance theory cannot explain the improved transfer performance that
was obtained by the participants who experienced a greater variation of training
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stimuli \Vhen l:ompared to those participants who expcri~.:m.:ed a lower variation of
training stimuli.
With rclCrenc~.: to the opening qu~.:stion th~.:n. th~.: present study suggests that
the mechani~: who trained on a greater numhcr of vehicl~.: typ~.:s would he hcttl:r ahle
to translCr their skill to the unique, orbital ~.:nginc technology than W()uld the
mechanic \Vho had trained and s~.:rviccd only Ford and lloldcn vehicles.
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Appendix A

lnformaf!dn and Consent Form

Dear
As part of my rcscan.:h lilr Bachdcr of Arts llonours {Psychology). I am conducting
a study looking at factors that limit the transll:rring of skills from 1mc domain to
another. Your help would hL' gm:ltly <1ppreciuh:J.

This study looks at ,dlctlH~r tlu.: 1\'ay in \Vhich we acquire spl:cili~.: skills inJlucnccs
our ability to usc thost: ;;k!!!<: ;n a more general sl:tting. You will he asked to solve
some simple arithmetic problems on a computer screen and cntl!r your responses into
the computer via tlu.: mouse. Do not \Vorry if you have never done something like this
before. as most participants an: the same as you in this respect. The aim is to
examine how perfOrming this task is atrected by practice. lhe whole experiment will
take less than one hour to complete. You may stop the experiment at any time if you
do not wish to continue.

I will not show or discuss your individual results with anyone else. My report of this
study will only discuss the average results of all the people \Vho participate in the
experiment. and not your individual results.
I will be happy to answ·er any questions you may have. or if you would like any
fi.1rther infonnation please feel free to contact Doug Brewer or my supervisor Dr
Craig Speelman, School of Psychology. Edith Cmvcn University. Joondalup. WA
6027 ph 94005724.
If you would be prepared to take part in my research, please sign the fonn below.
Thank you for your help'
Yours sincerely,

Experimenter

·································································· ····································
Informed Consent
I have read the information above and any questions I have asked have been
answered to my satisfaction. I give my consent to participate in this study. realising
that I may withdraw at any time. I agree that research data gathered tbr this study
may be published, provided I am not identitiablc.

Participant

Date

Skill
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Appendix II
On Screen Inslruetions
First Screen- Introduction

In this experiment you will be required to solve a series of small
arithmetic equations. These equations will involve two variables
that are to be combined in some way to arrive at a final solution.
The equation you are to solve will be the same on each trial.
However the values you are to substitute for the variables in the
equation will change from trial to trial.
When you have calculated a solution for the equation, you will be
asked to decide whether the solution is an odd number or an even
number. You will be required to indicate your decision by clicking
on the appropriate button on the screen with the mouse.
Click on the button below for some practice at this task.

I PRACTICE

Sk1ll

A~.qui~ition

and

Tnm~li:r

AppL•ndix U CtlntinuL·d
On Screen Instructions
Second Screen ~ Pntcticc

X2

-

Y

A

2
X

3

y

1

CORRECT

IA

is ODD

IA

is EVEN

Note: following box replaced the 'correct' box when the answer was incorrect

INCORRECT -TRY AGAIN

60.
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Appendix B continued
On Screen lnstructinns
Third Screen - More Practict! or Start Experiment

If you understand how to do this task, and are happy to go on
to do the experiment, please click on the 'experiment' button
below. Otherwise, if you would like some more practice,
please click on the 'more practice' button below.
Please do not hesitate to ask Doug if you
have any questions.

EXPERIMENT

MORE PRACTICE

Skill

Ar.:4ui~i1ion

anti

Tran~ICr

62.

Appendix II continued

On Screen lnstrucliuns
Furth S-..reen- Typical Trial Task

X

5

y

A isODD

9

A is EVEN

Note: one of the following boxes appears in the area defined by the dotted box when
the answer is registered.

I CORRECT I
INCORRECT

Skill Acquisition and Transrcr 6).

Appendix U t.:ontinucd
On Screen Instructions
Fifth Screen- Commencement of Trial

Please click on the
'ready' button when you
are ready for the next trial

READY

Skill At:qui<.ition and ·1 mnsli.:r M.

Appendix C
Mean Response Times (ms) ofTruining and Transfer Ulocks
for Uoth Low nml high Varintion Training

J,ow Variation '!.raining
M
SD

lligh Variation Training
M
SD

Training
Block 1
Block:::!
Block 3
Block 4
Block 5
Block 6
Block 7
Block ~
Block 9
Block 10
Block II
Block 12
Block 13
Block 14
Block 15
Block 16
Block 17
Block 18
Block 19
Block 20
Block 21
Block 22
Block 23
Block 24
Block 25
Block 26
Block 27
Block 28
Block 29
Block 30
Block 3\
Block 32
Block 33
Block 34
Block 35
Block 36
Block 37
Block 38
Block 39
Block 40
Transfer
Block 41

Block 42 old
Block42 new

11890
9362
8211
6657
6310
5767
5462
5237
4813
4437
4294
4088
3947
3954
4039
3688
3356
3395
3090
3284
3276
3435
3122
3047
2924
2911
2889
2777
2776
2809
2890
3019
2648
2788
2624
2579
2438
2481
2466
2575

4047
3955
2647
2046
1685
1461
1661
1959
1858
1799
1557
1974
1685
1890
2156
1391
959
1311
1102
1312
1246
1452
1219
1138
1286
1098
1190
1197
1177
1220
1244
2460
942
1674
1050
1316
1049
1540
1192
1345

11559
9642
7983
8116
6900
7364
6011
6513
5839
6856
5788
6085
5592
5427
5030
5477
5067
5371
5560
5052
4680
4696
4505
4821
4551
4679
4415
4349
4135
4065
4035
4100
4002
4019
3898
3878
3536
3854
3645
3479

3977
3681
1678
2615
1947
2445
1649
1999
1898
2595
1941
1593
1873
1674
1907
1789
1704
1748
1938
1287
1286
1376
1419
1504
1438
1704
1285
1616
1081
1185
1336
1266
1418
1268
1020
1238
1352
1344
1089

7761
3710
7971

3198
1715
3275

6421

1827

946

4430

\386

6028

2063

